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Island combination of refrigeration cabinets in Diagonal design. Frontal glasses equipped with a liable hinged 
mechanism for convenient cleaning and loadingDIAGONAL
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Main advantage of refrigerated counters Diagonal is their geometry. Exposition surface and frontal glass
are positioned at such angle that buyer can perfectly see products in the counterDIAGONAL
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PRISMA DIAGONAL Vertical cabinet Prisma gives an opportunity to sell meat products in traditional way – in the form of big pieces hanged on hooks.
The cabinet has cubical design and can be built into the line of Diagonal gastronomic counters
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DIAGONAL Stepped exposition surface in gastronomic counters Diagonal
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CASPIY DIAGONAL Refrigerated semi-vertical counter Caspiy with stainless steel exposition surface is used for the sale
of packed meat and poultry in self-service mode
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DIAGONAL Refrigerated counters Diagonal for meat have wide exposition surface made of stainless steel,
that provides maximum view of the products inside
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CUBE Island combination of Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elements 45°
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CUBE SELF Island of refrigerated counters Cube Self with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modules
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CUBE Cube refrigeration cabinets with customized designed finishing. Frontal glasses equipped with a liable hinged mechanism for 
convenient cleaning and loading. Cabinets' panoramic glasses without support brackets allow maximum products visibility
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CUBE Island of refrigerated counters Cube with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modules. Counters' panoramic glasses without support 
brackets allow maximum products visibility
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CUBE & PRISMA COMBI Island combination of Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elements. Refrigerated cabinet Prisma Combi 
constructively combines the possibility of selling products in two ways: by the sales assistant and in self-service mode
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CUBE Line of refrigerated counters Cube with corner module in right angle
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CUBE Line of refrigerated counters Cube with corner module in right angle and customized designed finishing
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CUBE Refrigerated counters Cube with panoramic glass without brackets give customers a full view
of product layout from any angle. Neutral module with high exposition surface made
of stainless steel is used for demonstration of hamon, which don’t require cooling
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CUBE Island combination of refrigerated counters Cube in the center of supermarket trading hall.
Module Self for the sale of packed gastronomy in self-service mode is built into the line of serve-over counters.
Such solution allows to avoid queues in rush hours
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CUBE Island of refrigerated counters Cube with cylindrical corner element 90° and customized designed finishing
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CUBE Island of refrigerated counters Cube with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modules
and integrated cabinet Prisma Combi
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CUBE Island combination of Cube refrigerated counters with cylindrical refrigerated corner elements 90°
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CUBE & MEDUSA CUBE Multi-deck and gastronomic cabinets are finished with a particular material,
for example with laminated chipboard, in order to match the interior design of the shop
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CUBE Island of refrigerated counters Cube with trapezoidal refrigerated corner modules 90°. Counters' panoramic glasses without 
support brackets allow maximum products visibility
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CUBE On customer’s request frontal glass of Cube counters can be equipped with hydrolift system
for convenient cleaning and exposition designing
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CUBE Line of refrigerated counters Cube with cooled corner elements in 45° angle
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CUBE SELF Line of refrigerated counters Cube Self with low frontal glass and wide exposition
in the trading hall of hypermarket
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CUBE Frontal finishing with laminated chipboard in gastronomic counters Cube matches
the interior design of trade hall
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BUTTERFLY CUBE Semi-vertical refrigerated counters Butterfly in island design with headcases do not block general overview
of the trading hall. They are also available in Slim version for small-format stores
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BUTTERFLY CUBE Semi-vertical refrigerated counters Butterfly Cube with energy-saving sliding doors
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BUTTERFLY CUBE Semi-vertical refrigerated counters Butterfly Cube in multi-deck design 
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CUBE High module Caspiy for the sale of packed meat in self-service mode is built into the line
of gastronomic counters Cube
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CUBE PRISMA COMBI Refrigerated cabinet Cube Prisma Combi constructively combines the possibility
of selling products in two ways: by the sales assistant and in self-service mode
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CUBE PRISMA COMBI Refrigerated cabinets Cube Prisma Combi are built into the line of gastronomic counters Cube
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CUBE COMBI The main advantage of combined refrigerated cabinets is simultaneous sale of products with the help
of seller and in self-service mode. Use of such cabinets creates an effective exposition
of products and solves the problem of queues in the department in «rush» hours
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CUBE Customized finishing of refrigerated counters Cube is done in one style with interior design
of the shop according to client's order
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ELLIPSE Island of refrigerated gastronomic counters Ellipse with wide exposition surface
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ELLIPSE SFERA Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse with spherical corner elements with high glass and without lighting
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CASPIY ELLIPSE Compact line of Ellipse counters with built-in corner unit Caspiy Ellipse Sfera is a perfect solution
for efficient use of trade hall in a small shop
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ELLIPSE SFERA Delicatessen department in the supermarket is equipped with refrigerated counter Ellipse
with spherical corner modules and built-in neutral module for customer service
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ELLIPSE Refrigerated counters Ellipse in the store of small format
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ELLIPSE SELF & BUTTERFLY Refrigerated counters Ellipse Self and Butterfly are installed in the center
of supermarket trading hall in island combination
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ELLIPSE SFERA Gastronomic department of the supermarket is equipped with refrigerated counters Ellipse
with spherical corner modules
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ELLIPSE Delicatessen department in the supermarket is equipped with line of refrigerated counters Ellipse
with cooled corner modules in 45° angle and counter Caspiy for the sale of packed products
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ELLIPSE Functional design and special features of the Ellipse сonstruction provide
the maximum efficient presentation of goods and also the ergonomic and practical service
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ELLIPSE Line of refrigerated counters Ellipse in design «on foot»
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ELLIPSE Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse in design «on foot»
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ELLIPSE Island of refrigerated counters Ellipse in design «on foot»
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ALASKA Refrigerated cabinet Alaska is set on a standard refrigerated table. Supporting structure of the cabinet
is designed individually for each customer according to the size of available tables
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BUTTERFLY Island of multi-deck cabinets Butterfly with finishing of wood polymer coating.
Cabinets are equipped with upper lighting and special hooks to hang the sausages
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BUTTERFLY Refrigerated cabinets Butterfly for the sale of sausages are equipped with lamps of special spectrum
and hooks to hang the sausages. Cabinet’s finishing is done in black colour
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BUTTERFLY Island of refrigerated cabinets Butterfly for the sale of packed delicatessen is equipped with lighting
of lower bumper. It attracts attention of buyers and allows them to distinguish this cabinet in general interior
of sales area
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MEDUSA COMFORT
WITH AUTONOMOUS COOLING SYSTEM

Design of refrigerated cabinets Medusa Comfort allows to install them in the narrowest zones
and passages of trading hall - in the same time buyer will always feel comfortable near the cabinet.
In this project line of Medusa Comfort cabinets has autonomous cooling system
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MEDUSA Line of energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa is equipped with special hooks for hanging the sausages. Finishing of the 
cabinets is done in black colour
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MEDUSA Energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa in island combination are installed in the center
of trading hall of the hypermarket
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MEDUSA COMFORT Design of refrigerated cabinets Medusa Comfort allows to install them in the narrowest zones
and passages of trading hall - in the same time buyer will always feel comfortable near the cabinet
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MEDUSA GOURMET Refrigerated cabinet Medusa Gourmet is designed especially for deli supermarkets.
It has high base and the possibility of finishing in accordance with the shop interior
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MEDUSA CUBE Medusa Cube multi-decks with energy-saving doors and efficient LED lighting
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MEDUSA CUBE Energy-saving refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube with double air curtain.
LED-lighting of shelves provides the best demonstration of product
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MEDUSA Refrigerated cabinet Medusa with energy-saving sliding doors and advertizing light boxes
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MEDUSA CUBE COMFORT Multi-deck refrigerated cabinets Medusa Cube Comfort with inclined back wall for the maximum comfort of buyers
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MEDUSA CUBE COMBI Design of Medusa Cube Combi inludes two refrigerated volumes for the display and storage
of products - specifically for use on the back line of shop department
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PROMO Refrigerated counters Promo with autonomous cooling system for the promotional sale
of products can be installed in any part of trading hall
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PROMO Refrigerated counters Promo are equipped with reliable wheels and autonomous cooling system 
for easy organization of zones of active product sales anywhere in the trading hall
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